Tennessee Valley Authority Retirement Plan:
Coordination With Old-Age, Survivors,
and Disability Insurance
by ROBERT J.
With the approval of the Tennessee Valley Authority’s
plan
coordinating
its staff retirement system with old-age, survivors.
and disability insurance, that agency’s stafl now has protection
similar to that of many workers in private industry.
An analysis
of the coordinated plan is presented in the following pages.

C

OVERAGE of employees of the

Federal Government
under the
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system is in general
restricted to those who are not covered by an existing staff retirement
system.1 Because of the broad coverage of the civil-service
retirement
system and because of the existence
of a number of small plans, coverage
of the general social insurance system is therefore primarily
applicable
only to those Federal employees who
have temporary jobs. One important
exception, however, has been made
for certain employees of the Tennessee Valley Authority.
These employees, under the provisions of the Social Security Amendments
of 1956.
have coverage under both old-age,
survivors,
and disability
insurance
and a separate supplementary
system of their own. The legislative
background
of this development
is
described in the following pages, and
a comparison
made of the present
coordinated system and the plan as
it was previously.

Background
The Tennessee Valley Authority
is
a Government
corporation
created
* Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration.
1 The Social Security Act provides oldand disability
insurance
age, survivors,
coverage for employees of certain instrumentalities
of the Federal Government
who are also covered by staff retirement
systems-employees
of Federal credit unReserve Banks, national
ions, Federal
farm loan associations, and post exchanges
operated by the Armed Forces. Under a
strict interpretation,
these individuals
are
not Federal employees.
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by an act of Congress in 1933. The
chief functions of this agency are,
in general, to bring about the complete and adequate development
of
the Tennessee River system through
the construction
of dams, which are
used both for flood-control and navigation purposes and for the creation
of electric power. It also conducts
closely related programs
of water
control and of conservation,
which
includes research into new types of
fertilizers for use in agricultural
programs.
The personnel of the Tennessee
Valley Authority is employed under a
merit system authorized
by the en
abling legislation.
The number of
employees has varied considerably,
depending upon the amount of construction
activity.
In general, the
employees may be divided into two
groups-the
“construction
workers”
and the “maintenance
and operations
workers,” who also include technical
staff and administrative
and policy
making officials. The former group
is employed at hourly rates of pay,
and the latter is paid on an annual
basis. Since 1950 the number
of
maintenance
employees has been at
a level of about 12,000, and the number of construction workers has fluctuated from a minimum
of roughly
3,000 to a maximum of about 11,700.
Under the authority
of the initial
legislation
establishing
the Tennessee Valley Authority,
a separate retirement
system was developed for
the maintenance
and operations employees in the late 1930’s and went
into effect in 1939; in the middle of
1940, about 5,800 workers were cova
ered. The management
and the em

MYERS*

ployees jointly
administer
this system, which is financed partly by employee contributions
and partly by
agency funds, which come both from
appropriations
from
the General
Treasury of the United States and
from earnings arising from the operations of the Authority.
This retirement system covers all maintenance
and operations workers except temporary and part-time employees and
the relatively small group of persons
(about 350 in July 195’7) who transferred from other Government agencies and who, at the time of the
transfer, were under the civil-service
retirement
system. Under such circumstances, an employee continues to
be covered under that program.

Legislative Developments
The Tennessee Valley Authority retirement system does not cover construction
workers.
Their
employment is usually
intermittent
and
temporary,
and coverage under a
staff retirement system is not feasible
or meaningful.
For a large proportion of the TVA employees who had
formerly worked in jobs covered by
old-age and survivors insurance, their
earlier
coverage
had diminishing
value since their TVA service was
not covered. For the Authority,
the
absence of coverage under the Social Security Act was a considerable
handicap in recruiting
personnel. A
provision for coverage of the TVA
construction
workers was included
in a bill containing
a number of
amendments to the old-age and survivors insurance program that passed
the House of Representatives
in 1948
but was not acted upon by the Senate.
Their coverage would have paralleled
the action taken by Congress in covering similar employees of the Bonneville Power Administration
in 1945.2
*Public
Congress.

Law

No.

201, Seventy-ninth

3

The need for basic social insurance
protection for these workers was recognized by Congress in the Social
Security Act Amendments
of 1950.
The executive branch of the Federal

Government
directly
recommended
the legislation and representatives
of
the employees involved supported it
at the congressional hearings.
The 1950 amendments
also pro-

L-Provisions
of Tennessee Valley Authority
retirement system, before
and after coordination with old-age, survivors, and disability insurance

Table

-

Former plan
Revised plan
.- --______---1. Retirement age:
_______________-__.
5.
8. Normal ____________--_----.I56_____________
__________. _________________- - _b. Compulsory--... _________.:TO
tlo_______________________________
_ L&e (seeitem 3).
c. Early ____________________-.
2. Amount of retirement benefit:
a. Annuity (from emPlOYee Actuarial equivalent of employee’s lame.
contributions (accumulated at
cimtrlbutlons) .
interest).
% of high-5-year average salary
b. Pension (from employer). For retirement at age 65 or over,
1% of average salary for highest
times years of service, less x%
6 consecutive years times years
of such wage not. in excess of
of service; for retirement at ages $4,200,times wars of service after
60-64,factor of x % is used (in1955not in excessof 30.
stead of 1 percent).
6. Optional benefits ____._--- Reduced benefit providing for 3sme.
cash-refund annuity, or for jolntand-survivor allowance.
3. Withdrawal benefit:
8. Leas than 10 years of ser- Refund of accumulated employee 3ame.
contributions.
vice (reduced to 5 years for
involuntary
separation
without cause).
b. 5 or more years Of SerVit~ Refund as above. or a deferred Refund as above, or a deferred henbenefit at *ga ti, In amount *s
and involuntary separaeflt at 66,lnamount asinitemzb,
tion without cause.
in item 2b (based on K% factor
or an immediate beneAt actuarfor pension), or *n immediate
ially reduced.1
benefit actuarially reduced.*
0. ln or more years of service Same as above, except that r~- Same.
duced bene5t not DaYablebefore
and voluntary separation
age 66.
or involuntary with c8u.w.
4. Disability benefit:
6 years of service; ermanent and Bame.
a. Eligibility conditions...-.
total disability Por usual occu.
patlon.
b. Amount of benefit _____
__- 1.36%of blgb-b ear averagesalary 1.35%of high&year average salary
times years 0I service (lnclusiw
times years of service, lass heneof annuity purchased from em.
fit payable under item 3b.
ployee contrlbutlons).
c. Minimum benefit _. _____
_ 26%OfaVer8geSalary,unless1.35~ For total of withdrawal and dlstimes years of service if em
ability benefits, 25% of average
ployed until age 80 fs less.
wage, unless 1.35% times years
of service if employed until age
6.5is less.
d. Restriction on payment- _Not payable before age 86 if equal
or larger disability benefit payable under OASDI. After age 65,
bene5t reduced by 60%of old-age
benefit payable nnder OASDI.
6. I%$: benefit (before retire. Lump sum 2 of (1) accumulstec StUIX3.
employee contributions and (2.:
amount equal to average annua
salary in last year (latter
amount reduced by m% if less
than 10 years of service).
6. Financing:
a. Employee contributions..
Varying by sex and age at entry
Varying by sex and age at entry:
employee may elect reduction of
2% on first $4,200of salary.4
b. Employer contributions..
Balance required to maintain sys Same.
tern on a funded basis, with un
funded accrued liability beinj
liquidated.
c. Fundine medium ___.____. Trusteed plan, with investment: Same.
in Government
and otbnl
bonds, common and preferret
stocks, mdrtgages, and rea
estate.
Item

1 Under previous plan, these benefits were not
payable to persons retired for disability, who recelved disability benefits instead; under present
plan, these benefits are payable to disability retirants, who also may recsive the modified, reduced
disability beneflta.
2 Lump sum may be converted to an actuarially

4

equivalent life annuity for the beneficiary.
J Variations have also arisen for entrants at different periods in the past.
4 Present rates for male new entrants (before
optional 2% reduction on first $4,2M))ran e from
6.18%

atsge2Oto8.14%

at age66

respectively, for women).

(6.96%an

d 9.36%.

vided coverage, at the election of the
State, for the many State and local
government employees who were not
under retirement
systems. In general, however, coverage was not permitted for employees with that protection. Within a short time a number of States sought the coverage of
the Federal program for their employees under retirement
systems,
with the intention
of revising the
plans to make them supplementary
to the general program.
The Social
Security
Amendments
of 1954 included elective provisions for cover.
age of almost all State and local
government employees already under
retirement systems.
At the time of the 1954 legislation
the executive branch of the Federal
Government
also recommended compulsory coverage of employees of the
Tennessee Valley Authority who were
under its retirement
system.
The
action was strongly supported by the
Authority
at the congressional hearings, and it also had the support of
the employee unions representing the
members of the system. The reasons
were the same as for their support
of the 1950 extension to employees
not under the retirement
systemthat is, to provide continuous coverage and to lessen recruitment
problems. The bill passed by the House
of Representatives
provided for such
coverage, but the provision was eliminated in the Senate on the grounds
that “it was thought unwise to . . .
afford Federal employees overlapping
benefit rights under old-age and survivors insurance
as well as under
another Federal retirement system.” a
In 1955 the House of Representatives again included
provision
for
compulsory coverage of TVA employees in its bill to amend the Social
Security Act. Once again, the Senate
eliminated
the provision,
with the
committee report stating the belief
that “social security coverage should
not be extended to them until there
is further evidence that the resulting
total benefit amounts would not be
excessive.” 4 The House-Senate conferees then developed a compromise
provision that was accepted by both
*Senate
Congress.
&Senate
Congress,

Report No. 198’7. Eighty-third
page 10.
Report No. 2133, Eighty-fourth
page 13.

Social Security

Houses and became part of the Social
Security Amendments of 1956 (Public
Law No. 880). Under its terms, coverage could be extended to the group
if a plan for coordination of the TVA
staff retirement
system and old-age,
survivors,
and disability
insurance
was submitted
to the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare and
approved by him before July 1, 1957.
coverage
In
such circumstances,
could be made effective at the beginning of any calendar quarter in 1956
or at the beginning
of any of the
first 3 calendar quarters of 195’7, at
the option of the Authority.
The law
prescribed that the plan would have
to provide “coordination,
on an equitable basis, of the benefits provided
by the retirement
system applicable
to such employees with the benefits
provided by title II of the Social Security Act.” s

Provisions of Plan
Under the coordinated
plan the
employees covered by the TVA retirement
system are covered under
old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance in the same manner as are
the employees in private industry.
They pay the employee contributions
scheduled
in the law, and the
Authority
pays the matching
employer contributions.
The TVA retirement
system was
suitably modified to reflect coverage
6 Identical provisions for coverage of the
roughly 200 employees of the 11 Federal
home loan banks, which have their own
retirement
system, were contained in the
1956 amendments: they had also been part
of the 1954 bill. Before the deadline of
July 1, 1957. the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board had submitted
two coordination
plans for the employees of the Federal
home loan banks for consideration by the
Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare, but neither
was approved.
Both
plans would have been fully
additive.
since they would have extended coverage
under the Social Security Act to such employees without
modifying
the existing
retirement
system. The first plan would
also have permitted each of the 11 banks
separate options to participate-a
provision
not made in the law. Although the second
plan eliminated
that feature,
its fully
additive
arrangement
was not approved
since it did not represent “coordination,
on an equitable basis”; it would have resulted in markedly
higher total benefits
than are generally provided for other Federal employees and for nongovernmental
employees under private
pension plans
that supplement
old-age, survivors,
and
disability insurance.
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Table

2.-Charucteristics
of individuals in sample
Age sr$;;y

at
enrY ’

$g-, se:
I......
2.---4...-.5....-e
6...

M
F
M
M
M
M
7.....M
a...... P
Ye...-- M
lo..... M
11L.T M
12...-M
13.....
M
14..... M
15.....
M
l&...
M
17-.... M
18..... F
lge.... M
2X...
M

3-....-

1952
1941
1953
1952
1943
1953
1942
1951
1947
1953
1951
1952
1945
1951
1953
1938
1935
1933
1947
1953

21
45
iii

~rtn. i,
1956
53,555
3,700
4,360
3,630

:

4,190
3,460

iti
25
26
53

4,325
4,650
7,820
3,555
5,112

2
i:

5,745
3,365
4,865
3,980
4,225
9,000
4,225
7,105
5,osi.l

Et
34
40
40

COUtribution
rate
(Per,zent)
1
-.-

ACCUmulated
contribu1tions 3

4.43
IO.20
4.43
4.60
5.16
4.94

$455
4,061
324
551

5.78

7.47
4.70
4.75
7.17
4.39
5.80
4.70
5.16
5.13
6.58
12.03
5.79
5.69

1,661

477
2,609
1.630
2,424
350
1,434
590
2,871

791

434
2,858
8,707
0,027
3,147
643

’ Age neare!st b9 day at entry iint o TVA L 61 nploy*Rates actually payable by the various individuals, not identical with published figures for
rats schedules in effect at various past dates since
they include, in most instances, additional contributions to increase the annuity (purchasable with
employee contributions) to bring it more nearly to
the level of the pension based on the high-S-year salfry (as contrasted with the basis in effect up to July
1949-the high-In-year salary). In certain instances,
the rate is relatively high becauseit includes an addltional contribution for past service credit.
8 As of Dec. 31, 1955.

and benefits under old-age, survivors,
and disability
insurance.
The provisions of this retirement
system, as
they existed before the coordination
and as they are now, are summarized in table 1.
Under the former plan, the retirement benefits payable at age 65 were
intended to represent about 2 percent of the average salary in the
worker’s 5 consecutive years of highest earnings. The part coming from
the employer (designated the “pension”) was exactly half this amount.
The amount actuarially
purchasable
from the employee’s accumulated con.
tributions
(called the “annuity”)
was
intended to make up the other half,
but this exact result was not always
achieved. The employee contribution
rate was designed to produce an annuity equal to the pension under the
assumption
of (1) a particular
future salary scale, (2) a given interest rate to be used in accumulating
the contributions,
and (3) a certain
purchasable annuity factor for each
age at retirement.
Thus, if the actual
earnings experience resulted in a progression different from that in the
theoretical scale, or if the actual in.

terest rate credited differed from the
assumed rate, or if the actual mortality experience for retirants varied
from that anticipated
so that new
rates were adopted, the desired result-an
annuity approximately
equal
to the pension-was
not achieved. In
actuality, only the first of these factors has had such an effect.
On October 5, 1956, the Chairman
of the TVA’s Board of Directors submitted a plan that provided for coverage of employees in service on the
approval date, effective retroactively
to January 1, 1956. This plan was
approved on December 28, 1956, by
the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare, who reported his action to Congress on July 23, 1957.
(The law required that such a report
be submitted before August 1, 1957.)
Under the revised plan, the retirement benefit formula is changed so
that the goal is a total benefit (pension plus annuity)
of 2 percent of
the average salary for the highest 5
consecutive years for each year of
service, less 1 percent of the A&
$4,200 of such salary times years of
service not to exceed 30.6 The reduction applies only to service after 1955
and is intended to approximate
the
primary insurance amount under oldage, survivors, and disability
insurance for those with 30 or more years
of service. (For an individual
earning $4,200 a year, the “primary insurance amount” of $108.50 a month is
31 percent of salary.)
Accordingly,
in the long run there
is a complete offset of the old-age,
survivors,
and disability
insurance
beneflts against the full beneAts formerly provided under the staff retirement system. The offset is relatively
small, however, for employees retiring in the near future, because it
affects only years of service after
1955. Reasonably adequate benefits
can thus be paid to persons in this
group, who cannot possibly have had
a full working lifetime of coverage
under the staff retirement
system
(since the Authority
did not begin
operations
until
1933) and whose
s The pension (from the employer) provides exactly half the amount stated in
this formula.
The annuity
purchasable
by the employee, assuming that he elects
to reduce his contribution
rate to take
into account his social security contributions, is intended to closely approximate the pension.

5

benefits under that system would
necessarily be relatively small.
The disability
benefits under the
retirement
system were realigned to
reflect both the availability
of disability
beneflts payable under the
Social Security Act and the provision for offsetting any other Federal
disability
benefits against them. Un
der the revised retirement
system, a
person leaving the Authority
because
of disability
will receive a disability
pension supplementary
to the actuarially reduced withdrawal
benefit to
which his service entitles him unless
it is less than the disability
beneilt
payable under the old-age, survivors,
and disability
insurance system; in
that event, no disability pension will
be payable under the staff retirement
system. When the amount payable
under the staff system is the larger
of the two disability
benefits, only
that benefit is paid.
The employee
contribution
rate
under the TVA retirement
system
varies according to the worker’s sex
and age at entry. The rate structure
has been revised several times to reflect changes made in the provisions
of the system and variations
in the
actuarial
experience.
Under the revised system, the individual may elect
to reduce his contributions
by 2 percent of the Arst $4,200 of annual earnings, This option recognizes the increased cost to the employee resulting from the old-age, survivors, and
insurance
contributions,
disability
which - although
now 2 Y4 percent
and scheduled to rise to 4% percent
by 1975-were
2 percent of earnings
when the plan was developed and
during the flrst year of coverage.
Thus, even though
the individual
elects this reduction, he is now paying slightly
more in the aggregate
than previously,
and he will pay
even more in the future.
For this
additional
cost, however, he receives
the advantage of such additional pro.
tection as the availability
of benefits
under the general system for dependents of retired workers and for survivors of deceased workers, including
those who die after retirement.
The cost to the TVA, as employer,
is also increased
somewhat-by
a
small amount at present but by more
in the future.
This higher cost is
a result not only of the improved
protection afforded all employees but
6

also the considerably
larger
total
benefit protection that will be available for persons who retire in the
near future.
At present, the amount payable by
the TVA as employer is about 6.4 percent of membership
payroll for the
revised, supplementary
plan. In addition, the contribution
of 2% percent
on the first $4,200 of salary for oldage, survivors, and disability
insurance is equivalent to about 1.8 percent of such payroll, making a total
employer cost of 8.2 percent.
Before the revised plan was developed, the employer cost was about
8.0 percent of payroll. The financing
basis was planned to maintain
approximately
this total cost for the
combined effect of the revised plan
and the then-existing
a-percent contribution
rate under the Social Security Act. The latter is actually
equivalent
to about 1.6 percent of
total payroll.
The balance of the
8.0 percent-about
6.4 percent-was
thus available for the revised plan
and was the cost to the Authority
for the fiscal year 1956-57.
In summary, then, the cost to the
Authority
for the revised plan and
for old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance combined is approximately
8% percent of payroll at the present
time. In the future, this cost will
tend to rise as the old-age, survivors,
and disability insurance contribution
rate increases according to the schedule in the law. If the cost of the
TVA supplementary
plan remains at
roughly
the present
amount-6%
percent of payroll-the
ultimate combined cost to the Authority
will be
about 10 percent of payroll.
This cost is well below the cost to
the Federal Government
for other
retirement
systems, which do not
supplement
old-age, survivors,
and
disability insurance. Under the civilservice retirement
system, for example, the normal cost to the Government is about 7 percent of payroll; the unfunded accrued liability
cost of somewhat more than 6 percent brings the total employer cost
to more than 13 percent. In actual
operation, each Government
agency
contributes
6% percent of payroll
(matching
the employee
contribu.
tion), which, as it happens, closely
approximates
the normal cost; the
balance of the employer cost has to

be met from general funds. One reason that the cost is relatively higher
for the civil-service
retirement
system than for the TVA system is that
the former is older; in addition,
Congress did not always make full
appropriations
for the normal employer cost of the civil-service
program and for amortizing
the unfunded accrued liability.

Illustrative

Benefits

The survivor protection of persons
covered by the TVA retirement
system is greatly enhanced under the
coordinated system. With respect to
retirement
benefits, however, the coordination
was designed to produce
about the same total benefits for
those retiring after a lifetime under
the system (if the availability
of dependents’ benefits is not taken into
account), but somewhat larger total
benefits for those retiring in the near
future.
During the congressional
development of the legislation, concern had
been expressed that, on the one
hand, some individuals might receive
less under the coordinated plan than
under the existing one and that, on
the other hand, some individuals
might
receive excessive increases.
Considerable
interest was expressed
in obtaining information
for specific
individuals
rather than merely for
hypothetical
cases. It was proposed
that 20 actual cases be selected and
that computations
be made on both
bases-the
existing plan and the proposed coordinated plan. For this purpose, from the entire group of covered persons selection was made of
the first 10 whose names started
with the letter A and the first 10
whose names started with the letter
M.
Table 2 gives various statistical
data on the 20 individuals
in the
sample.
It can be seen that the
sample contains a reasonably good
distribution
according to the various
factors involved-sex,
year of entry
into TVA employment,
age at entry,
and salary rate.
Table 3 shows, for each individual
in the sample, the annual benefit that
would be paid under the former plan
if the individual continued in service
until the end of the calendar year
in which his sixty-fifth
birthday occurred and if his salary remained the
Social Security

Table 3.-Illustrative
annual beneJits
for individuals
in sample, former
plan, under assumption
of level
future earnings

under the TVA plan. Actual experience shows that about two-thirds of
the retirants take the automatic option, with no death benefit, and the
other third elect a smaller annuity
Total
Annuity 1
benefit income
and so provide a death benefit for
-- Indi- -__
Pentheir survivors.
vldual
sion 2
With
NO
With
The table indicates that in most
death leath d::h
3eath
benefit i leneEt Ixnefit ;benefit
cases the annuity
with no death
__-_-.-.-. _.- --- -.-benefit was somewhat larger than the
I........
$3,435
952,949 $2,;;;
211;g;
61,g;;
pension and that the annuity with a
2~ . . . . . .
1,502
1,349
.i.. _....
4,199
3,606
2,455
1,382
1,744
death beneilt tended to be less than
4 ..__....
3,zno
2,852
1,814
1,376
1,476
.s
_ _ _ 2,609
2,289
1.326
1.006
1,233
the pension. The annuity tended to
ci........
3,095
2,699
1,639 1,243
1,456 be larger than the pension when the
7.......3,072
2,703
1,526 1.157
1,546
s........
1,480
1,331
716
567
764
automatic option was exercised partR.-.- .._.
6,647
5,797 3,519 2,669
3.128
IO.......
2,868
2,495 1.547
1.174
1,321
ly because the illustrative
benefits asIl.._..
1,328 1,169
659
500
sume level future earnings and the
12. ._-.. 3,325 2,848
1,979 1,502
1 E
13._.. .._ 3,504
3,078
1,766
1,340
1:ias
contribution
rates developed assume
14L..-.
4,134
3,594
2,232
1,693 1,902
IR.......
2,726
2,377
1,446
1,097 l,%O
a somewhat increasing salary scale.
16._...._ 3,493 2,979
1,755
1,331 1,648
The data in table 4 are similar to
17._.. -.. 4,951 4,417
2,213
1,679 2,738
18
2,671 2,391
1,347
1,324 those in table 3 except that they re1,067
19. . .._. 1 3,737 3,282
1,684
1.129 I 1,853
20.. . . ..I
2,ms
2,336
1,363
1,031
I.302
late to the amended plan. Both the
L
i
I
annuity
and the pension are con1 Benefit purchasable with the employee’s &ccu- siderably reduced from the amounts
mu&ted contributions. The employee can choose
to have either no death benefit after retirement,
under the former plan since they are
and thus a larger annuity, or a cash-refund benefit
intended to be coordinated with old(lump sum paid at death equal to the excess,if any,
of accumulated contributions at time of retirement
age, survivors, and disability
insurover total annuity payments received).
2 Benefit provided by the Tennessee Valley
ance. The pension for future service
Authority as employer.
is based on only % of 1 percent of
the first $4,200 of earnings (rather
and the contribusame as at the beginning
of 1956. than 1 percent),
tions on which the annuities
are
The benefit was composed of two
based are reduced so that, in conparts-(l)
a “pension” from the emsequence, the annuity too is smaller.
ployer amounting to 1 percent of final
Table 5 presents data on which the
salary (actually, the average of the
main portion of the analysis is based
highest 5 consecutive years) for each
-total
benefits as a percentage of
year of service and (2) an “annuity”
average earnings
under both the
representing
the amount
purchasformer plan and the amended plan,
able on an actuarial equivalent basis
for each individual
in the sample.
by the employee’s accumulated
conWhen the automatic
option of no
tributions.
The contribution
rates
death benefit
is used, under the
were, and are, based on the worker’s
former plan the ratio of benefits to
a,ge at the time he becomes a memearnings is more than 90 percent
ber of the plan so that, with normal
for three individuals
who entered
salary trends, the annuity
approxiservice at a relatively young age and
mated the pension. Unless the indiwho will have had many Years of
vidual elected otherwise, the annuity
service by the time they retire. On
carried no death benefit after retirethe other hand, some ratios are as
ment; the individual,
however, could
low as 30 percent when the individexercise the cash-refund option, providing for a smaller annuity with a ual entered service at a relatively old
age and thus could not obtain many
death benefit equal to the excess (if
years of service before retirement.
any) of the accumulated
employee
The percentages around 90 are not
contributions
at the time of retirecompletely
realistic
because of the
ment over the total annuity payments
assumption of level future earnings.
made. Most private
pension Plans
The main purpose of table 5, howhave some type of death benefit after
ever, is to provide comparative
data
retirement
that guarantees
to the
for the same individual
under the
employee at least the return of his
plan before it was amended and unIt therefore
seems
contributions.
der the revised plan. When this comworthwhile
to consider both types of
parison is made, it will be seen that
death-benefit options for the annuity

Table 4.-Zllustrative
annual benefits
for individuals in sample, amended
plan, under assumption
of level
future earnings
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Total benefit
income
Indi- vidual T%
death
benefi
----l-.... $3,276
Z-v--.
3-....
4.-d-.
se-.-6-..-7.....
E.....
He.-.-

2,545
3,853
3,2f0
3,007
3,177
3.613
2.440
6,728

12-m..
13---.
14-e-e
15-e-e
16--e17-.--

3,202
4,106
4,112
2,387
3,833
5,930

19....
al.-.-

4,419
3,139

lo---- 2,922
11-e-w 2,342

18.--e 3,698

With
TVA
death
wneEl
--j2.984
2,402
3,529
2,985
2,765
2,924
3,373
2,314
6.021
2,699
2,u)G
2.906
3,747
3,740
2,668
3,498
5,423
3,435
4,023
2,891

I

Annuity ’

Pen- 0 ASDI
With sion:; 1benefit 8
T%4 TVA
death death
3ene01 xaefit

--

--

:1,217

%c$ “88:
1,::
1,113 1,114
1,138 86.3 922
1,003 761 851
1,050 796 827
1,245 945 1,126
605
2,928
E
1,226
1,486
1,539
946
1,387
2,lOQ

I.261
1,642
1,018

479
2,221
728
424
930
1,127
1,167
717

533
2,498
738
480
841
1.318
1,271
683

998
1,246
773

1,135
1,475
819

1,052 1,144
1,593 2,528

":%
I:302
1.200
1.153
lx@
1,302
1,302
1,302
1,174
1,302
1,135
1,302
1,302
1,258
1,302
1,302
1,302
1,302
1,302

-

k Benefit purchasable with the employee’s accumulated contributions. The employee can choose
to have either no death benefit after retirement,
and thus a larger annuity, or 8 cash-refund beneEt
(lump sum paid at death equal to the excess,if any,
of accumulated contributions at time of retirement
over total annuity payments received).
1 Benefit provided by the Tennessee Valley Authority a8 employer.
J Excludes any supplementary benefits for dependents.

in almost all cases the amended plan
gives at least as large a benefit in
relation to the average earnings as
did the former plan. For those with
relatively short service, both past and
future, the amended plan shows considerably increased benefits because
of the addition of the old-age, survivors, and disability insurance benefit, which is not directly related to
length of coverage.
Thus, the individuals
whose benefits represented about 30 percent of
average earnings under the former
plan receive about 50 percent under
the amended plan-a
reasonable increase. Those with benefits representing more than 30 percent of earnings under the former plan receive
proportionately
smaller increases under the amended plan, until for those
with the highest amounts there is
substantially
no increase. In fact, on
the assumption that there is no TVA
death benefit, for four individuals
(numbers 1, 3, 4, and 12) the benefit
proportion under the amended plan,
although
substantial,
is somewhat
lower than under the former plan.
When the comparison
is made for
7

these individuals
on the assumption
that a death beneflt after retirement
is elected, this situation
no longer
prevails for three of the four individuals and is present to only a
slight extent for the remaining
one.
Further analysis of the beneflts of
the four individuals
was made by
considering
the more realistic
possibility of a salary scale increasing
at an assumed rate of 2 percent
compound per year. The following
tabulation
shows the beneflt proportions that result from these assumptions.
With TVA
With no TVA
death benefit
death benefit
Indi- ___--__-vidual
Former Amended Former Amended
plan
plan
pIall
phll
-----76.1
71.8
1______
__
74.0
71.6
K
66.2
65.7
3________
72.1
70.9
64:4
65.6
4________
76.1
72.7
67.4
67.0
12.- _____

It will be noted that the benefits
are a much lower proportion
of average earnings than those previously
given. The extremely
high ratios
based on future level earnings will
not actually
develop.
Salaries will
no doubt rise because of the normal
periodic in-grade increases provided
for some employees on the TVA
salary basis, and they are also likely
to rise because of the practice of
following
changes in the general
wage level. Thus, in all four cases,
when there is no death benefit after
retirement,
the beneilt proportions
are about 70-75 percent rather than
about 90-100 percent as shown in
table 5. If the death benefit after
retirement is elected, the percentages
under the realistic basis of an increasing salary scale are about 65
percent. As when the level-earnings

8

basis is used, the proportions
are
slightly
lower under the amended
plan than under the former plan if
no death benefit after retirement
is
elected, but the differences are considerably reduced in two cases (and
remain about the same in the other
two cases) from the amounts shown
in table 4. If a death benefit after
retirement is elected, and the assumption of increasing salary is used, the
benefit
under
proportions
the
amended plan are virtually
identical
with those of the former plan.
In summary,
this analysis of a
sample of 20 individual
cases has
shown that the amended plan is an
equitable
and reasonable
coordination with the old-age, survivors, and
disability
insurance system. Considerably increased benefits are provided
Table I.-Zllustrative
total benejits as
percentage of average earnings 1for
individuals
in sample, former plan
and amended plan, under assumption of level future earnings

Individual

I

l----.--.
2______
-.
3_- - _- - _.
4_- - - -.
6.--__ _-.
6- ______
7_- - - ___.
8. ______.
9- - ____.
lo.......
ll...--..
12...---.
13._____.
14----...
16-- ____.
16.______
17-_____.
IS-. __._.
19._____.
2il~.~...

With no TVA
death benefit
-

Former Punendec
ph
p1kNl
_--__
96.6
92.2
40.6
68.8
96.3
89.1
89.1
38.4
75.4
86.9
73.9
75.8
66.1
79.0
30.5
60.3
85.0
86.0
80.7
82.2
20.0
46.8
98.8
95.2
61.0
71.5
85.0
84.5
68.5
72.5
78.5
88.4
55.0
65.9
87.5
63.2
62.2
ssz.6
52.4
61.7

With TVA
death benefit

-

-83.0
36.4
82.7
77.3

Amended
plan
fs3.9
2::
R0.9
79.9
69.8

it,”
58.1
72.6
27.4
47.7
74.1
77.0
70.2
75.7
22.9
43.2
84.6
86.4
53.6
65.2
73.9
76.9
59.7
66.8
70.5
82.8
49.1
60.3
56.6
x1.3
46.2
5R.6
45.9
56.9
1Average earnings in the hi hest 5 consecutive
years of servloe, as determined for the:computation
of the TVA pension.

for those who in the past had entered
the TVA system at older ages and
so could not have a full lifetime of
service by the time they retire. This
provision seems to be reasonable in
itself and also parallels generally the
effect of the coordination
of private
pension plans with old-age, survivors,
and disability insurance. Such liberal
treatment,
however, will not be accorded to those entering in the future at the middle and older ages,
since they will have had the opportunity to obtain coverage under the
general program
in their previous
employment
and possibly, also, partially vested rights to supplementary
benefits under a private plan. For
those who enter the system at a
relatively
early age, the beneflts under the amended plan closely parallel
those under the former plan. Consequently, for these individuals there
is no “piling
on” of retirement
income as a result of the coordination,
although
under the amended plan
they now have, of course, the advantage of old-age, survivors, and disability insurance protection for their
survivors.
Although
each individual
is not
guaranteed
that his benefits under
the amended plan will always be as
large as, or larger than, those under
the former plan, the amended plan
seems equitable and suitable without
such a guarantee.
Any such guarantee is difficult to make because of
the varying effect of such important
factors as future salary scales and
the election (or nonelection)
of death
benefits after retirement.
Accordingly, it seems necessary only that the
benefits under the amended plan
should at least reasonably approximate those under the former plan.
This condition
is satisfied for the
widely varying cases in the sample.

Social Security

